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Introduction
In March 2015, I had the privilege of traveling to Japan for a Lean Study Mission. The trip was
hosted by ADUM, but more particularly, our trip leaders were Norman Bodek and Raphael
Lucero. The travel team was comprised of 23 people from U.S., Canada, Mexico, Spain, U.K.
and Israel.

Japan Study Mission Group, plus Sanden plant personnel

Our action-packed and intense itinerary started on Sunday morning with a workshop conducted
by Mr. Nakamura and ended on Saturday afternoon with tours of several temples. In between
the start and the finish, we were constantly learning, observing, exploring, and “seeing”.
The purpose of this whitepaper is to share my experience with anyone who reads this document.
This is offered in the spirit of spreading knowledge and ideas so that all our organizations and
people can be most competitive and achieve our greatest potential.
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Itinerary for the Week
We had a full week of travel. During time spent on the bus traveling between site visits and
cities where we stayed, there was ample blocks of time for the group to debrief and share each
other’s observations.
Specific activities and companies visited during the trip included:


Sunday – Production Technology Roadmap workshop with Shigehiro Nakamura in
Tokyo



Monday – TQM at GC Dental in Tokyo and TPM at Sanden in Agaki



Tuesday – Catwalk tour at Toyota Prius assembly plant and factory tour at Mitsubishi
plant in Nagoya



Wednesday – Employee satisfaction/involvement at Mirai Kogyo plant and factory tour
at Sango automobile exhaust plant (special guest for the day was Ritsui Shingo, Shigeo
Shingo’s son and leader in Georgetown, KY Toyota plant start-up)



Thursday – Visited with management team at Kobe Mazda dealership in Kobe and
participated in Harada method workshop with Takashi Harada



Friday – Goal setting and long-term planning at Kyowa in Nagahama and rapid
prototype and development at Hilltop 21 Corporation in Kyoto



Saturday – Temple tours and sight-seeing in Kyoto
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Observations and Findings
For purposes of sharing my findings and observations, I have organized key points/topics in the
form of questions. The questions tee up the issues and facilitate “applied” learning. I challenge
everyone who reads this whitepaper to reflect and see how the ideas apply to you and your
operation.

1. Is TPS the “Holy Grail”?
I observed a mixed use of and support for TPS (Toyota Production System) as we visited the
portfolio of plants during the week. Some were very outspoken about the use of TPS as a way to
run the manufacturing business. Yet a couple of others were very negative toward TPS.

Entrance to Prius manufacturing plant

Of course, we saw TPS being executed wonderfully from the catwalk at the Prius plant. It was
fascinating to see the drumbeat, the movement of people and material, and the discipline as Prius
cars were being produced on the two assembly lines at the combined rate of one car every 68
seconds (takt time). We also saw TPS being executed at the Mitsubishi plant where small high
volume assemblies (servers and controllers) were being built in one facility and large low
volume laser cutting machines were being built in another facility. Elements of TPS (lean
elements such as streamlined flow, u-shaped cell, quick changeover, visual control, and Kanban)
were visible and in action.
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The pushback to TPS came from a couple of the smaller manufacturers. In one case, they
seemed to not be aware of TPS and in another they were outright defensive about TPS. Not sure
what conclusions to draw about this, but it did challenge my stereotype that TPS was pervasive
in Japan.

2. Why Such Focus on TPM?
We saw detailed application of TPM (Total Productive Maintenance) at Sanden. It appeared that
TPM was their comprehensive operation management and process improvement approach. TPM
was also prominent in Sango’s strategy.

TPM presentation and information board

During my 2008 Lean Study trip, I observed that Japanese manufacturers have a much different
approach to TPM than do most North American manufacturers. Based on the 2015 study, I
believe that is still true.
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Debrief with management team at Sango manufacturing plant

A generalization about North American manufacturing would state that TPM is considered as
one element of the Lean methods and techniques (i.e., equate TPM with visual management,
one-piece flow, or 5S). This is a very narrow and sub-optimizing interpretation of TPM.
The interpretation in the Japan plants is much more comprehensive. In fact, I believe TPM
becomes the primary improvement approach. It shows in their attention to process upkeep,
personnel development, and focus on TPM as a driver of operations strategy (i.e., this is not just
for the shop floor).

3. How Do You Create Ownership and Alignment for the Individual?
We learned about the Harada Method, a rigorous and disciplined process to develop goals for
individuals. Mr. Takashi Harada, author of the Harada Method, spent one day with our group.
We visited the Kobe Mazda dealership, where the management and employees have all used the
Harada Method. Then Mr. Harada conducted a workshop to provide greater insights into the
method. We were to have previously read his book and begun to fill out the initial forms so that
the workshop took us to a next level of understanding. Additionally, we had several hours on the
bus between site visits for Norman Bodek and Raphael Lucero to help us understand the method
and process.
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The Harada Method clearly drives an individual to create an aggressive goal(s) and then march
toward a set of actions to achieve the goal. The intent is to develop self-reliance in the
individual. A further part of the method is for the individual to have a coach who holds the
individual accountable for executing the actions and exhibiting the desirable behaviors. The
book titled The Harada Method by Takashi Harada provides adequate detail of process, forms,
and expected outcomes to allow anyone who has an interest to get started.

Mr. Harada (right) at the Mazda Dealership

The enlightened approach is for the individual to pick his/her goal, whether it directly supports
the business or not. A more pragmatic approach is for the individual’s goal to be supportive of
the business needs. At Kobe Mazda, the management team was expected to use the Harada
Method for their individual planning and development. The lower levels in the workforce were
trained in Harada method and expected to use it for some period of time. After that agreed upon
time, the lower level people had the option to discontinue. When asked how many continue to
use the Harada Method, the management team said they did not track this and therefore did not
know. I found that to be a weak answer and was somewhat discouraged about the broad
application.
I sum up this Harada Method narrative by saying that for those who are interested and want to
use a formal goal setting/planning method, this is an excellent tool. For those who are required
(against their interest), this is probably a cumbersome forced march that will deliver mediocre
results. You get out of the Harada Method what you put into it!
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4. Is There a Natural Tension When Balancing the Needs of the
Organization with the Needs of the Individual?
A common dynamic among all of businesses, regardless of where they are located, is that there
must be a balance between the business’ needs and the individual’s needs. Based on my
observations from the site visits, the balance is unique to the company and individual situation
rather than a one-size-fits-all balance.

The balance fulcrum

At Toyota and Mitsubishi, we saw intense focus on execution of the production and support
processes. Although I expect there was “respect” for the people, there was not glaring evidence
of defining and fulfilling the individual’s needs. In contrast, at Mirai there was intense focus on
employee satisfaction. I would conclude that they were at different points on the “balance
scale”.
If I put on my “operations executive” hat, there is another observation. The state of the
plants/operations were different. The Toyota and Mitsubishi plants were cleaner, more
organized, and appeared more operationally proficient than the Mirai plant. I believe this
illustrates the natural tension organizations feel when trying to strike that balance between
business’ needs and individual’s needs. And further, that tension knows no geographical
boundaries.

5. Why Do the Japanese Companies Take a Long-Term Approach to
Improvement?
Several companies made specific references to their longer-term plans as part of the business
strategy and as part of improvement approach. This is in contrast to many North American
companies that take relatively shorter-term approaches to improvement. The consistency
provided by the longer-term approaches provides a foundation for sustainable results and
behaviors. Examples of longer-term approaches include:
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Sanden – multi-year plan for TPM and TPM audits
Mirai – every five-years sabbatical for all employees
Sango – multi-years to gain, then lose, and then regain TPM award
Kobe Mazda – 9-year business plan to coincide with 80th year anniversary
Kyowa – 10-year restructuring list

Taking the longer-term view

Our challenge in North America is to find a balance between realities of short-term
needs/expectations and the consistency of longer-term strategies and plans. Both are required to
be successful, but it is painfully easy for the short-term to win when competing with longer-term.

6. Why is the Bullet Train Such an Amazing Example of CustomerFocused Process?
What an experience! When looking at the bullet train “process” through the eyes of an
operations improvement practitioner, the sky is the limit for examples of efficiency and
effectiveness. As I stood on the train station platform at Kyoto and rode from Kyoto to Tokyo,
the following items were highlighted:


The process is easy to understand. Great visual controls through signage, floor markings,
and maps. Very little inhibitions as result of language barrier.
 Everything is on-time! The arrival times and departure times are precise. Had to be
careful not to step in line a few minutes early at the departure spot (yes, there was a
precise spot for the specific door to enter the specific car at the specific time!) because it
would likely be the previous train. That’s how heavily utilized the
trains/stations/platforms were.
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The stations, platforms, and train cars were exceptionally clean. As I stood and watched
several earlier trains stop and depart, it was fascinating to observe a cleaning crew rapidly
enter the train cars once the departing passengers got off, clean the empty seats, pick up
anything that was out-of-place, and then get off the train before the next passengers got
on. This all took place in a matter of approximately four minutes.
Finally, the bullet train is a very comfortable, smooth, and quiet ride.

Bullet train arriving at train station
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Sign above platform for arriving/departing train

The whole bullet train “process” should be a model for many of our operations to learn from.
This would be a great operation to benchmark specific processes to leverage best practices back
to all our businesses…regardless of type of business.

7. What Did the Elevator Operator Do to Make a Lasting Impression?
On Sunday afternoon our group went sight-seeing in Tokyo. One of the stops was at
Takashimaya Department Store, an upscale eight-floor shopping experience. Lots of neat
merchandise to see…but I have one lasting impression that made a big impact. That impression
was the elevator operator (yes, they had operators…you could not push your own floor button).

Elevator operators in action at Takashimaya Department Store
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I admire anyone who takes their job seriously, conducts that job in a professional manner, and
looks like they truly enjoy what they are doing. That is a proper description of the elevator
operators. They made the shopping experience extra special.
The elevator operator is not a factory employee, an engineer, materials analyst, or any other
remotely related job to a manufacturing business. So what is the connection? Simply, it raises
the question “Why can’t all our employees – regardless of specific job – be like the elevator
operator?” Why can’t we design the processes and environments where employees can feel
important, empowered, and satisfied like the elevator operator? This is/will be difficult to fulfill
because it is a seismic shift for many businesses. But if we expect exceptional performance, we
must create exceptional environments so all our employees can be like the elevator operator.

8. How Did “Hospitable, Courteous, and Precise” Characteristics Manifest
Themselves?
These are just a few of the positive words I could have used to describe most of the people I
interacted with during the trip. From the site visit hosts to the factory floor personnel, from the
hotel employees to the train personnel, and from food service people to the tour guides, everyone
was hospitable, courteous, and precise. This, too, was consistent with my 2008 Lean Study
experience.
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Area around Kiyomizu Temple

In summary, the 2015 Japan Study Mission trip was a success! It provided fresh insights and
new ideas. It reinforced some existing ideas and paradigms…yet challenged and provided
fodder for rethinking others.
I encourage anyone who has the opportunity to participate in a study mission like this to do so.
Seize the chance to learn, explore, renew, and grow. Go find those endless possibilities!
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